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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
What to do with our money is becoming a problem
in our culture.

What are people doing with their money?

During the early part of the century we did not have
large sums to invest.

Money remaining after taking care

of the necessities of life was put in savings accounts or
invested in stocks.
Today, some individuals are depositing funds in
savings and loan companies, investing in stocks and bonds,
and real estate.

Others are investing in mutual funds.

The mutual fund form of investment is of primary
concern in this research.

The research is to give the

writer information on the history, organization structure
and the benefits of mutual fund investments.
Research reference materials were obtained from
the following sources:

Eastern Illinois University

library, University of Illinois library, mutual fund
companies, and stock brokers.

-1-

CHAPTER II
HISTORY OF MUTUAL FUNDS
An

investment company is either an open-end or

closed-end company1

its aim is to gather the savings of

many individuals and invest them in a diversified portfolio of securities which have been selected by the
management of the company.

We will be concerned with the

open-end investment company since it is the mutual fund
company.
In order to get a better understanding of mutual
fund companies and how they developed, we need to look
into the history of the early investment companies.
The first modern investment company was organized
by King William I of Belgium in August of 1822.

The name

of the company was the Societe Generale de Belgique.

The

purpose of the company was to help individuals invest in
foreign government loans.

The returns from this company

were high compared to other means of investing capital.
As the Societe Generale de Belgique grew, its portfolio
was expanded and diversified by adding securities representing coal, iron, and other industries.l
There were other investment companies fonned in
Europe, but they were not as popular.

The development of

investment companies in :r;.;urope was hindered for several
reasons.

In the first place, economic conditions were

lstanley D. Ryalo and David F. Cox, Investment Trusts
and Funds, (New York: Arco Publishing Company, 1954), p. 25.
-2-
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not favorable because wealth was not generally high and
savings were relatively small.

11

Furthermore, in some of

the European countries, France in particular, the existing
laws made the creation of investment companies difficult. 11 2
Investment company development began in Great
Britain about 1860.

Investment companies grew because the

people had more wealth and savings to invest.

The invest-

ment companies became very popular with the British
investors.

Some American investors also put their capital

in these funds.
Investment companies in the United States are a
relatively recent development, most of them having been
founded since the early twenties.

The first mutual fund

company came into existence in 1924 when the Massachusetts
Investors Trust granted its shareholders the right to
redeem their shares at the net asset value.3 Following a
period of initial expansion, the stock market collapse of
1929 brought the distribution of most types of investment
company shares to a virtual halt.
fund assets occurred after 1932.

A revival of mutual
In 1936 the total assets

expanded from seventy-five million dollars to five hundred
million dollars.

A decline in assets value occurred during

the recession of 1937-1938, but after a three-year period

2Russell c. Doane and Edward J. Hillis, Investment
Trust and Funds, (Barrington, Massachusetts: American
Institute for Economic Research, 1956) p. 24.
3Pennsylvania University--Wharton School of Finance
and Commerce, A study of Mutual Funds, (Washington D. c.:
United States Government Printing Office, 1962), p. 4.
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of relative decline in total assets of mutual funds, the
companies started to improve once again.

From 1941 to

1945 they tripled their assets, and from 1945 to 1952 they
again tripled their assets.

Assets of mutual funds have

increased more than seventeen times since 1940.4
Although many of the American investment companies
diversify their holdings among bonds, preferred stocks,
and common stocks, they have invested heavier in common
stocks than the British or Scottish companies.

The foreign

companies invested primarily for income rather than for
speculation.
This year marks the fortieth anniversary of the
founding of the earliest mutual fund in modern form.

In

just the intervening four decades, mutual funds have become
an institution with more than twenty-five billion dollars of
assets and an estimated three million shareholders.S
The term "mutual fund" was not used until 1936.
The word

11

mutual 11 came into use for the first time in the

Revenue Act of 1936, which permitted mutual investment
companies that distribute their taxable income to their
shareholders to be relieved of federal taxes of such income.
11

But it was not until the 1940's that management investment

companies, divided by the SEC into open-end and closed-end,

5Arthur Wiesenberger, Investment ComEanies 1964
Edition (New York: Arthur Wiesenberger and Company,
1964) I P• 8 •
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gradually began to refer to the open-end variety as
mutual investment companies and, in due course, as
mutual funas 11 .6

6:r-:rugh Bullock, The Stor of Investment Com anies
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1959 , p. 73.

CHAPTER III
TYPES OF HUTU.AL FUNDS
Mutual funds today are almost as diverse as human
beings in their investment aims and functions.

As a

result, the investor must weigh the various objectives of
no fewer than two hundred funds if he wants not only to
judge their performance, but also to avoid risking his
captial.
There are, broadly, seven types of mutual funds:
A. Diversified bond-stock fund
B. Diversified conunon stock fund
c. Bond fund
D. Pref erred-stock fund
E. Specialized cornmon-stocl< fund
F. Canadian or International fund
G. Tax-free exchange?
Each of the above funds has different objectives for the
money i t receives from its shareholders.
The diversified bond-stock fund normally invests
some portion of its assets in bonds or preferred stocJcs,
in addition to a portion which is invested in conunon stock.
'Ehe fund offers the investor a relatively safe fixed return
from the bond portion of the fund, and the chance to earn
relatively large dividends and capital gains from the part
of the fund that is invested in stocks.

T'he investor

7 Jerome B. Cohen and i\rthur Hanson, Personal Finance
Princ]:p]..es and Cas.e Problems ~Homewood, Illinois:
Richard D. Irvin, Inc., 1958), p. 665.

-6-

-7of a bond-stoclc :tund follows a more conservative progra.m
than do those wno invest in common stock on.Ly.

'l'he fund

sacrifices higher dividend returns and capital gains ror
greater safety of principal than do the common stock funcls.
The most common type of bond-stock fund is the
balanced fund.

'l:'hi s fund invests at least 20-25 percent

of: its assets in high-quality bonds and preferred stocks
for defensive purposes and the remainder in common stocJ<s
or other equity-type securities.

In rising markets the

perrormance of conservative funds will not be nearly as
spectacular as that of aggressive growth funds.

In a

declining market, however, conservative funds will often
out-perform more aggressive investment companies.

This

type of fund is good for a person who wants complete
management of all his assets, including· fixed-income
investment.8
The largest and the oldest group of mutual funds are
the corrunon stocJ< funds.

Over 50% of the total capital

invested in mutual funds is invested in this type of fund.
'I'he majority of the assets of this fund are invested in
corrunon stock.

'l1he corrunon stock:. funds are by nO' means alike

in their investment objectives, policies, methods, and
results of returns of their investment.

Some invest primarily

in the high grade stocks of large corporations.

Times

----'

8 11 l·iutual Funds and How to Pick Them,
March, 1962, p. 10.

11

Others may

Changing:

-8-

specialize in growth companies.

Some concentrate on shares

of less well-known firms where greater opportunitites for
profits or income are believed to exist.

Some place

greater stress on income, while others emphasize capital
appreciation.

This type of fund is appealing to the

investor who will take capital risk in order to achieve
either capital growth or better income, or both.9
There are only a few bond funds or preferred-stock
funds.

They are designed for diversification in senior

securities and continuous prof·essional supervision.

'l'hey

tend to provide a relatively high rate of current return.
'l'heir distinguishing feature is the emphasis upon inunediate
income return on their investment.

The appeal of the

above-average current income is a strong point for many
investors.
About a dozen such funds were operating at the end
of 1955, compared to seven in 1950.

However, even the

investors who must live on income from investments should
consider whether the amount of the increase in current
income, if actually achieved by the income fund, is worth
their generally poor capital gain and long-term growth
results.
The specialized common-stock fund provides diversification only within a single industry such as aviation,

Finance

9Elvin F. Donaldson and John F. Pfahl, Personal
{New York: 'l'he Ronald Press Company, 1961), p. 524.
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chemicals, electronics, cosmetics, and atomic products.
This fund concentrates investment on a few industries
where there are thought to be the greatest chance of
growth, and probably more than average risk.

Since most

fast-growing companies retain most of their earnings,
their dividend rate is generally low.

However, a number

of them have increased in value at a phenomenal rate.
How the younger companies in these growing industries will
do in the future is unknown.

The objects of the newer

growth funds are to pick the best company or industry and
hope that diversification of the success of some will outweigh the failure of others.

If a person does not have

money to lose, he should not invest in this type of fund,
because the risk of losing the capital invested is very
good.10
The Canadian or International Funds invest entirely,
or primarily, in Canadian or overseas securities.

The

individual who invests in this type of fund does so for
speculation.

There are very few of these funds because the

return or capital is usually small in comparison with
domestic funds.
The tax-free exchange appeals primarily to the large
investors.

The investor who has conunon stock of companies

will exchange his shares of stock for shares in a newly

10Ibid.
-I
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organized investment company and this is permissable on a
tax-free basis.
companies.

The purpose of this is to form investment

The exchange privilege is used only while the

fund is being formed.

Usually there is a stated time

limit.11
The job in picking a mutual fund is to find the
one that best suits the investor's objectives.

The invest-

ment objectives of investment companies reflect the objects
of investors in general.

There is no guarantee in a

mutual fund share that will protect the holder from the
fluctuations of the market.

If the investor wants to be

conservative he should invest in income funds and if he
wants more risk with a chance of higher return in the
future he should invest in conunon stock funds or the growth
funds.
Table

I

shows the distribution of

t~nty-five

billion dollars invested in mutual funds.
TABLE

I

MUTO.AL FUND ASSETS BY TYPES OF FUNDS
60 per cent
Diversified conunon-stock
II
II
Balanced fund.
24
II
Specialized common-stock fund
9 II
II
Income fund
3 II
II
II
Tax-free fund
2
II
II
Canadian and International funds l
II
Bond and Preferred stock fundl2
1 II

SUMMARY
The prospective investor in mutual funds should

llRudolph L. Weissman, Investment Made Easy
Harper Brothers, 1962), p. 87.
12wiesenberger, op. cit., p. 61.

(New York:
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select a fund which best suits his objectives.

If

the shareholder is not happy with his fund he can withdraw at any time.

CHAPTER IV
HOW MUTUAL FUNDS OPERATE
A mutual fund is organized like any other corporation.

Every fund is owned and controlled by its

stockholders.

The stockholders elect the directors and

the directors then elect the company's officers.
The directors of a fund usually have a long
professional background in investment management,
banking or successful corporate management.

The directors

set the policies of the fund, determine what securities
to buy and what ones to sell.

The management of a fund's

investments is the responsibility of its directors, though
the actual buying and selling function is done by professional analysts.
The decisions of a fund on buying or selling securities
is based upon the work of an experienced research staff.
The research staff includes security analysts, industrial
specialists, economists, and market analysis.

Statistical

research and investigations are often supplemented by field
trips and personal discussions with officials of companies
in which the mutual fund is considering to invest its
money.13
The investment research work done by many mutual
funds is scientific.

Three factors are always considered:

13Bullock, op. cit., p. 164.
-12-

-131. General economic conditions
2. The outlook for various industries
3. 'I'he outlook of individual companiesl4
The increased growth of total assets of mutual
funds since 1940, as seen in Table II, is an indication
that professional management has proven their worthiness.

TABLE II
Growth of Mutual Fund Assets Since 1940
1963
1962
1961
1960
1958
1957
1956
1954
1952
1950
1948
1946
1944
1942
1940

$25,214,436,000
21,270,735,000
22,788,812,000
17,025,684,000
13,242,388,000
8,714,143,000
9,046,431,000
6,109,390,000
3,931,407,000
2,530,563,000
1,505,762,000
1,311,108,000
882,191,000
486,850,000
447,959,oools

Some experts predict that the investment in mutual
funds will increase to fifty billion dollars by 1975.

If

the present trend continues, it appears that this will
become a reality.
Management receives a fee or commission for services
rendered.

The fee is usually 0.5% annually of average

assets which is substracted from the fund's income.
fee does not rise in proportion to assets.

The

The figures are

apt to be lower in the bigger funds.

14rnvestment Company Institute, Fact Book (New York:
By the author, 1964), p. 10.
15wiesenberger, op. cit., p. 18.
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REPURCHASE OF SHARES BY MUTUAL FUNDS
A mutual fund is usually an integrated fund or a
wholesale fund.
organization.

The integrated fund has its own retail
The salesmen sell the stock to the public.

Usually these salesmen will go door-to-door in order to
sell their stocl<::.

Brokers cannot sell this type of stock.

In addition to selling stock some companies have become
affiliated with insurance companies.

If the salesmen

cannot sell shares of stock they might be able to sell
insurance.

Ted A. Wise said,

11

In effect, they are taking

family financial planning on the road. 11 16
The wholesale fund has no salesmen.

The fund will

distribute its shares to investment dealers and brokers.
Some brokers have over two hundred types of funds., though
they usually concentrate on twelve or fifteen of them.
The price of mutual fund stock does not remain the
same each day.

The share price is determined with reference

to the current market value of the investment in the fund's
portfolio.

This is the net dollar value of the securities

the fund owns divided by the number of its shares outstanding
in the hands of the public.
Open-end means that the fund stands ready
at all times to sell new shares or redeem old
ones. Thus the number of outstanding shares

16Ted A. Wise, "It's Getting Very Hard to Pick a
Mutual Fund", Fortune, LXII (August, 1962), p. 152.

-15of an open-end fund is ah.rays changing.
While these transactions are usually done
through a broker, there is no public
trading. Thus, the law of supply and
demand does not affect the price.
Open-end funds never sell at a premium
or discount.17
The closed-end companies have a different policy
in their buying and selling of shares.

The closed-end

company shares are not redeemable at asset value but are
subject to supply and demand.

Also, closed-end companies

do not sell new shares to investors, nor do they stand
ready to redeem shares held by investors.
The buyers of mutual fund shares pay the offering
price which includes a sales charge of 7 1/2 - 8 1/4% of
the price.

One objection to investing in mutual fund stock

is that the sales charge is too high.

However, if an

investor has a large sum of money to invest, his shares
charge will be lower as compared to a small investment.
Most funds redeem their outstanding stock at their current
net asset value.18
When a person buys security stoclc he pays a com."nission
and when he sells he pays another commission.
paid are usually seven per cent or more.

The total fees

so, both pay

about the same sales charge fees in purchasing stock.
'I'here are almost forty mutual fund companies that
make only a small sales charge or none at all.

They are

formed in order to provide diversification of investment

l7 11 Mutual Funds and How to Pick rrhem",

OP.

cit., p. 8.

lt! 11 It's Getting Very Hard to Pick a Fund", op. cit.
p. 154.

-16to the less-wealthy clients.
These funds have not been popular.

The reason

for their small growth is that there is little incentive
to merchandise them aggressively.

Brokers have no

incentive to sell them when other mutual funds offer
commission of 7% or more.
The sales charge paid by the shareholders has been
investigated by the Security Exchange Conunission many
times.

The SEC has criticized the open-end companies

on their operations and it may lead to major change or
tighter government contro1.19

19 11 Mutual Funds Under Probing Knife 11 , Business Week,
September 1, 1962, p. 70.

CHAPTER V
SPECIAL SERVICES OF MUTUAL FUNDS
In recent years the mutual fund companies have
developed a number of different services for their shareholders.

If a company adds an additional service, such as

regular withdrawal program, other companies will have to
add the service in order to keep up competitively.
Through this competition among companies, the services
offered have increased tremendously.
ACCUMULATION PLAN
A new policy offered by open-end investment companies
which has increased in popularity by investors is the
accumulation plan for the acquisition of mutual fund shares.
These plans permit the purchase of shares usually on a
monthly or quarterly basis.

Most of the plans require a

minimum initial purchase of a fixed amount, such as $200 or
$300.

Minimums are also usually required for the sub-

sequent regular purchases.

This is usually not less than

$25 er $50.

There are two kinds of accumulation plans, voluntary
and contractual.

Under the voluntary plan no fixed

investment objective is established either for the period
of time over which the investment will run or the total
amount that will be invested.

The investor can invest any

sum as long as the minimum is observed and can withdraw
-17-

-18from the plan at any time with no penalty, and demand the
current asset value behind his shares.
'I'he first voluntary accumulation plan was started
by the Commonwealth Investment Company of San Francisco
in 1946.

Since this time a hundred such plans have been

established.20
The contractual plan is different from the voluntary
plan.

The investor, with the contractual plan, agrees to

acquire shares by investing fixed dollar amounts on a
monthly or quarterly basis for a specified number of years.
One of the bad features of the contractual plan is
the heavy sales charge the first few years.

If the

investor drops out in the first few years he might lose
up to 50% of what he has paid in.

'I'his heavy sales charge

is designed to provide an incentive for fund salesmen to
sell contractual plans.

It is particularly important that

the investor carry this plan through since termination in
the early years would result in a substantial loss.
Contractual plans have been made more attractive by
adding the plan-completion insurance.

If the shareholder

dies before he has completed his contractual plan the
insurance company will pay the unpaid balance to the
trustee of the plan to purchase additional shares.

'l'he

state laws in some states will not permit plan-completion
insurance.21
20Bullock, op. cit., p. 105.
21Leo Barnes, Your Buying Guide to Mutual Funds
and Investment Companies, (New York: L1Ynerican Research
Council, 1956), p. 184.

-19The accumulation plan of buying securities has
increased in popularity since 1950.

Individuals, unions,and

pension funds are investing in this manner.

Arthur

Wiesenberger said,
As a long-term investment program,
however, a mutual fund accumulation plan
is probably as sound, practical, and
convenient a method of accumulating capital
for any number of long-term objectives as
exists. It can be an ideal way to build
up an estate, plan for retirement, or
prepare for the costs of educating
children. Accumulation plans are also
suitable for use by corporate retirement
and profit-sharing plans, union funds,
and similar situations in which there is
a continuing flow of new money for
investment. 22
REGULAR WITHDRAWAL PLANS
The Regular Withdrawal Plan is the newest of
special mutual fund services.

After the shareholder has

invested a certain amount he may start a withdrawal plan
if he desires.

These payments may be in fixed amounts or

calculated on one of several other bases.

However, a

few plans now limit payments to a maximum of 6% yearly
of the starting balance.

Some companies charge for this

service.
The amount of installment payments would vary
according to the prevailing value of the shares owned by
the shareholder.

The investor could make arrangements with

22Arthur Wiesenberger, Investment Companies 1959
Edition (New York: Arthur Wiesenberger and Company,
1959) I P• 118.

-20-

the company to receive installments, based on the life
expectancy of the investor if he has invested enough
money.

The benefits of the withdrawal program are

appreciated after retirement when the shareholder needs
the extra money.23
REINVESTMENT OF DIVIDENDS
Many mutual funds provide for reinvestment of both
income and capital gains regardless of whether or not the
investor is buying the shares under the accumulation plan.
This feature of mutual funds permits automatic, systematic
compounding of interest several times a year.24
There is very seldom a sales charge on reinvestment
of capital dividends.

But over half the mutual funds

charge the regular commission on shares sold through the
reinvestment of ordinary income dividends.
INCOME DIVIDENDS
If a mutual fund makes a profit it will pay
dividends on a quarterly basis or, in a few cases, every
six months.

Some companies will arrange to pay the share-

holder every month if he so requests.

The dividends

received will vary depending upon the amount earned by
the open-end company.
TAX INFORMATION
Mutual fund companies inform their shareholders of
23Investment Company Institute, op. cit., p. 15.
24Barnes, op. cit., p. 11.

-21the Federal tax status of all distributions in investment income and capital gains.
SUMMARY
With the development of the services, it has made
the mutual funds a more attractive place for the individual
to invest money.

These special services have also

helped the mutual funds because more people are changing
their investments to these companies.

With the develop-

ment of these services it shows the companies' intentions
to improve the mechanical as well as the management
features of investing.

CHAPTER VI

GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF INVESTMENT COMPANIES
Prior to the stock market crash of 1929 the mutual
funds had limited state or federal regulations placed
upon them.

After the depression, the federal government

saw the importance of placing certain restrictions on
them because of the large number that had ceased operation.
Today the mutual funds are regulated by a number of
federal and state laws, including:
A. Blue sky laws - A state law which governs the
sale of securities or the activities of
brokers and dealers within the state.
B. The Federal Security Act of 1933 - It gave

investors the right to know complete facts
about the financial details of the company
issuing new securities and that the officials
of the firm should be held legally liable
for supplying such facts.

c.

The Federal Security Exchange Act of 1934 It requires the registration of securities
brokers and dealers engaged in interstate
commerce and contains various requirements
relating to stock exchange and over-thecounter markets.

D. The Federal Investment Company Act of 1940.25

The role of the government with respect to mutual
funds is to make sure that there is competition among the
different funds.

Also, the government enforces the

Investment Act of 1940.

The Investment Act places more

25Arthur Wiesenberger, Investment Companies 1959
Edition, op. cit., p. 89.
-22-
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restriction on mutual funds than any other act.

It

regulates the creation, structure, and many of the
operations of mutual fund companies.

The regulations

placed upon these companies and companies wishing to
obtain a charter are:
A. A minimum capital of $100,000 is required
before the stock of an investment company
may be offered for sale to the public.
This tends to discourage companies without financial strength.
B. Companies formed after 1940 may issue
only common stock to their shareholders.

c.

Mutual funds are required to issue semiannual reports to their shareholders.

D. They must issue a statement of their
basic investment policies.
E. A fund
assets
own no
voting

may invest no more than 5% of its
in any one corporation, and it may
more than 10% of any corporation's
securities.

F. Stockholders must apgrove investment
advisory contracts.2o
The Investment Company Act of 1940 was a milestone in the history of mutual funds in the United states.
Public confidence began to return, and this increased the
number of dollars invested by individuals.
These laws do not guarantee that the investor will
receive income on his investment.

The laws simply help

inform the investor of the risks he undertakes when
investing in a certain fund.

26Bullock, op. cit., pp. 79-96.

CHAP'rER VI I

HOW TO PICK THE RIGHT MUTUAL FUND
If a person is going to invest in a mutual fund,
the big problem is "which one".

Generally speaking this

selection should be based on three considerations:
A. Do the fund's investment objectives
correspond with his objectives?
B. Which company is suitable for him because
of size, diversification, recession
experience, efficient operation, availability of insurance, etc.?

c.

The historical and recent performance
of the funa.27

A person can usually find information about a
company by writing and asking for a prospectus.

The

prospectus generally contains the following infonnation:
its objecti·ves and features, investment policies, the
securities being offered, management personnel, dividends
and capital distribution, redemption or repurchase of
shares, pricing of shares, portfolio and financial
statement.
One should also compare the performance of different
companies for the last five or ten years.

A wealth of

information is available on various types of investments,
including:
I)

Johnson's Investment Company Charts
It is available in many brokerage and investment
27Barnes, op. cit., p. 25.
-24-

-25dealers' offices, and in some libraries.

Tables are

included showing twenty pertinent facts:

the funds

which have had the greatest capital appreciation, those
which have paid the largest dividends, and the ones
which have best resisted market decline.
2) Investment Companies by Arthur Wiesenberger
It is available in most libraries and in most
brokerage and investment dealers' offices.

This book

contains recent and past information on all of the
leading investment companies.
3) Investment Trusts and Funds From the Investor's
Point of View by the American Institute for
Economic Research.
A performance record of a number of the leading
funds is given and compared with the composite average.
4) Barron's
This newspaper shows the ordinary income and
capital gains made by mutual fund companies for the last
twelve months and similar figures for the past ten years.
5) Fundscoee

It shows the past ten year relative appreciation,
the ten year relative over-all performance, the relative
current yield, and the relative risk involvea.28
A person could ask the advice of brokers and investment dealers, but if they are selling a particular stock,

28nonaldson and Pfahl, op. cit., pp. 543-545.
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i t is likely that the advice will be bias.
If the investor takes advantage of all of the
information available, he should have little difficulty
picking the right fund for his objectives.

His main

problem would be in digesting the vast amount of material
available and then in making a single choice.

All of

the books and magazines discussed could be used free of
charge in most brokerage houses and libraries.

CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY

The mutual fund is designed for the average
investor.

An

investor who is sufficiently experienced,

has sufficient friends at his disposal and is sufficiently
well-informed can usually do better than the mutual fund.
However, few individuals are in this enviable position.
If so, they might be advised to buy and sell on their
own account.
The mutual fund companies have developed from a
few companies in the early 1930's to over two hundred
companies now.

This increase has been due to federal and

state regulations, better services offered and professional
management.
The open-end companies are becoming more appealing
to the average American investor.

One may invest his

money with these companies and usually receive as high a
rate of return as he would have if he had bought and sold
his own securities.
I am not advocating that all mutual funds are good.
Before one invests in a company, he should know something
about the company.

The investor should not ignore the

saying by Justice Samuel Putnam,

11

00 what you will, the

capital is at hazara. 11 29

29George B. Bookman, "How Good Are Mutual Funds",
Fortune, LXI (September l, 1961), p. 196.
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